Abstract—In this paper, we investigate balanced truncation for a class of continuous-time bilinear descriptor systems, appearing, e.g., in constraint circuit analysis or resulting from semi-discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations. For this, as widely done in the literature, we first aim at transforming the bilinear descriptor system into an equivalent ODE system by means of projectors for which the standard balanced truncation method for bilinear systems can be applied. Subsequently, we discuss how to solve the arising generalized Lyapunov equations corresponding to the equivalent ODE, without requiring the explicit computation of the projectors. The efficiency of the proposed algorithm is illustrated through a numerical example, which also shows its competitiveness with an iterative $H_2$-optimal model order reduction scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses model order reduction based on balanced truncation for bilinear descriptor systems or differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) of the form:

\begin{align}
E_{11}x_1(t) &= A_{11}x_1(t) + A_{12}x_2(t) + \sum_{k=1}^{m} N_k x_1(t) u_k(t) + B_1 u(t), \\
0 &= A_{21}x_1(t) + B_2 u(t), \\
y(t) &= C_1 x_1(t) + C_2 x_2(t),
\end{align}

where $x_1(t) \in \mathbb{R}^{n_1}$, $x_2(t) \in \mathbb{R}^{n_2}$ are the state variables, with $n_1 > n_2$, $u(t) \in \mathbb{R}^m$ are the inputs, $y(t) \in \mathbb{R}^p$ are the outputs, and $E_{11}, A_{11} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_1 \times n_1}$, $A_{12}, A_{21} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_2 \times n_1}$, $B_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{n_1 \times m}$, $B_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{n_2 \times m}$, $C_1 \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times n_1}$, and $C_2 \in \mathbb{R}^{p \times n_2}$. Furthermore, we assume that $E_{11}$ and $A_{21} E_{11}^{-1} A_{12}$ are nonsingular matrices. As a consequence, the linear part of the system (1), i.e., for $N_k = 0$ with $k = 1, \ldots, m$, is a Hessenberg index-2 DAE system, see, e.g., [1]. Generally, these special bilinear DAE systems (1) arise, e.g., from semi-discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations or constraint RLC circuits.

Model order reduction (MOR) aims at replacing a large-scale system by a simpler surrogate low-order system. For an overview of some methods, we refer to the books [2] and [3]. Among the classical techniques, balanced truncation (BT) is one of the popular methods, since it can be easily implemented by solving Lyapunov equations and preserves asymptotic stability. It was first proposed in [4] in the context of linear time-invariant (LTI) systems, and was later extended to linear DAE systems, see [5]–[7]. Additionally, the author in [8] has considered an extension of BT for a particular class of linear DAE systems, i.e., systems (1) with $N_k = 0$ for $k = 1, \ldots, m$, by using explicit projectors, which can be expensive to compute in a large-scale setting. As a result, the authors in [9] have proposed how to apply BT to the latter systems, avoiding explicit computation of projectors or the related deflating subspaces, and without losing sparsity. Our main goal in this paper is to extend the BT method for bilinear systems [10] to the class of bilinear DAE systems (1). It is worth mentioning that interpolation-based methods for classes of bilinear DAEs including the system (1) can be found in the literature, see [11], [12] and [13].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we revisit BT for bilinear systems and the associated generalized Lyapunov equations. In Section III, we show how to transform bilinear descriptor systems (1) into an equivalent ordinary differential equation (ODE) form. In Section IV, the main contribution of the paper is established, i.e., the extension of BT for the class of bilinear DAEs (1). Therein, we first develop the method for the equivalent ODE system, and then, we show how to apply the BT method avoiding projection. Finally, in Section V, we carry out some numerical experiments for a medium-scale circuit system, and Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BALANCED TRUNCATION FOR BILINEAR SYSTEMS

BT mainly relies on reachability and observability energy functionals. For LTI systems, these functionals are defined via the reachability and observability Gramians. In the context of bilinear systems, algebraic Gramians were first discussed in [14], and later on, in [15], the concepts of reachability and observability are generalized based on the kernels of the corresponding Volterra series. Furthermore, connections of the algebraic Gramians to energy functionals were also studied, see, e.g., [10], [16]. As a result, these Gramians allow us to find the states that are hard to reach as well as hard to observe, which are then truncated to reduce the order of the model.

Moreover, we would like to mention that the concept of energy functionals and balancing-based MOR for general nonlinear, including bilinear, systems was studied in [17]. Therein, it was shown that energy functionals for nonlinear systems are the solutions of state-dependent nonlinear Hamilton-Jacobi equations and Lyapunov-type nonlinear equations. Thus, they are not only difficult to compute for large-scale systems but also hard to apply in the MOR framework.
In this section, we first briefly overview BT for bilinear ODE systems based on the algebraic Gramians. We begin by considering bilinear ODE systems of the form

\[
\Sigma : \begin{cases} 
E\dot{x}(t) = Ax(t) + \sum_{k=1}^{m} N_k x(t) u_k(t) + Bu(t), \\
y(t) = Cx(t), \quad x(0) = 0,
\end{cases}
\]

where \(x(t) \in \mathbb{R}^n\), \(u(t) \in \mathbb{R}^m\) and \(y(t) \in \mathbb{R}^p\) are the state, the input and output vectors of the system, respectively, and all other matrices are of appropriate sizes. Moreover, the matrix \(E\) in (2) is considered to be nonsingular, and, hence, the system (2) has no algebraic constraints. In the past years, MOR for bilinear systems has been studied in the literature, see, e.g., [10], [18]–[20]. BT is a projection-based method, i.e., it aims at determining projection matrices \(V, W \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times r}\), leading to a reduced-order system

\[
\Sigma_r : \begin{cases} 
\dot{\hat{x}}(t) = \hat{A}\hat{x}(t) + \sum_{k=1}^{m} \hat{N}_k \hat{x}(t) u_k(t) + \hat{B} u(t), \\
\hat{y}(t) = \hat{C}\hat{x}(t), \quad \hat{x}(0) = 0,
\end{cases}
\]

with \(\hat{E} = W^T EV, \hat{A} = W^T AV, \hat{N}_k = W^T N_k V, \hat{B} = W^T B, \hat{C} = CV\). The matrices \(V\) and \(W\) are constructed by removing the states which are hard to reach as well as hard to observe. To that end, we first recall the definition of algebraic Gramians for bilinear ODE systems.

A. Algebraic Gramians for Bilinear ODEs

The algebraic Gramians, namely reachability \((P)\) and observability \((Q)\) Gramians, for bilinear systems are defined as follows:

\[
P = \int_0^\infty \ldots \int_0^\infty P_1(t_1, \ldots, t_j) P_2(t_1, \ldots, t_j)^T dt_1 \ldots dt_j, \tag{4a}
\]

\[
Q = \int_0^\infty \ldots \int_0^\infty Q_1(t_1, \ldots, t_j) Q_2(t_1, \ldots, t_j)^T dt_1 \ldots dt_j, \tag{4b}
\]

respectively, where

\[
P_i(t_1) = e^{E^{-1} A t_1} E^{-1} B, \quad Q_i(t_1) = e^{A^T E^{-T} t_1} C^T,
\]

\[
P_j(t_1, \ldots, t_j) = e^{E^{-1} A t_j} E^{-1} \left[ N_{1j}P_{j-1}, \ldots, N_{mj}P_{j-1} \right], \quad Q_j(t_1, \ldots, t_j) = e^{A^T E^{-T} t_j} E^{-T} \left[ N_{1j}^T Q_{j-1}, \ldots, N_{mj}^T Q_{j-1} \right],
\]

for \(j \geq 2\). As it can be noticed, the algebraic Gramians \((4)\) are defined as series limits, and thus, they may not exist for a general bilinear system. Hence, sufficient conditions for the existence of these Gramians are studied in [10], [18]. Assuming the Gramians \(P\) and \(Q\) exist, they solve the following generalized Lyapunov equations

\[
APE^T + EPA^T + \sum_{k=1}^{m} N_k P N_k^T + BB^T = 0, \tag{5a}
\]

\[
A^T Q E + ET QA + \sum_{k=1}^{m} N_k^T Q N_k + C C^T = 0. \tag{5b}
\]

The above equations are also known as Lyapunov-plus-positive, and they also appear in the context of MOR for stochastic systems, see, e.g., [10]. Moreover, the algebraic Gramians \((4)\) provide a (local) lower and upper bound for the reachability and the observability energy functionals, see [10] and [16]. Additionally, the notion of truncated Gramians was studied in [21]. Therein, the authors consider BT using only the first two kernels, i.e., \(P_1(t_1), P_2(t_1, t_2), Q_1(t_1)\) and \(Q_2(t_1, t_2)\), and perform a study based on it. In what follows, we briefly present some results from the literature for solvers of these generalized Lyapunov equations.

B. Generalized Lyapunov solvers

Efficient methods for generalized Lyapunov equations \((5)\) are available in the literature, see [22]–[24]. One possible approach to solve them is to use a stationary iterative method, see [22], [24]. The idea behind the technique is to write the generalized Lyapunov equation, e.g., (5a), in the following form:

\[
\mathcal{M}(X) - \mathcal{N}(X) + BB^T = 0,
\]

and consider a stationary iteration of the form

\[
\mathcal{M}(X_i) = \mathcal{N}(X_{i-1}) - BB^T, \quad \text{for } i = 1, 2, \ldots.
\]

As a consequence, upon convergence, one obtains the solution of the generalized Lyapunov equation. This procedure is a convergent fixed-point iteration if \(\rho(M^{-1} N) < 1\), see [22]. A common criterion to check convergence is to see if the residual is smaller than a given tolerance, i.e.,

\[
||Res(X_i)||_F = ||\mathcal{M}(X_i) - \mathcal{N}(X_i) + BB^T||_F \leq tol,
\]

and, once this condition is achieved, the procedure stops. Additionally, in the large-scale setting, the solution is computed as a low-rank approximation, i.e., \(X \approx SS^T\), with \(S \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times k}\) and \(k \ll n\).

C. Balanced truncation for model order reduction

As mentioned before, the main idea of BT lies in furthermore neglecting the almost unreachable as well as unobservable states, in other words, hard to reach and hard to observe states. In order to guarantee that hard to reach and hard to observe states are truncated simultaneously, we need to find a state transformation \(T_b\), such that the bilinear ODE system is transformed into a balanced bilinear system realization. Thus, the reachability and observability Gramians of the transformed realization are the same and diagonal, i.e.,

\[
P = Q = \Sigma = \text{diag}(\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_n),
\]

where \(\sigma_1 \geq \sigma_2 \geq \cdots \geq \sigma_n > 0\) and \(\sigma_k\) are referred to as the Hankel singular values of the system. Such a transformation exists whenever \(P\) and \(Q\) are positive definite matrices. Moreover, the small Hankel singular values \(\sigma_k\) characterize the states that are hard to reach and hard to observe, which can then be truncated. Additionally, the decay of the singular values indicates a good order for a reduced
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Reduced-order matrices in the following form:

\[ B \]

The system is of the form:

\[ xdot(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) \]

This can be applied to bilinear DAE systems (1).

In this section, we first discuss a transformation, enabling us to rewrite the bilinear DAE system (1) into an equivalent ODE form. Such a transformation was first introduced in [9], in the context of BT for LTI systems, and later on, it was applied to interpolation-based MOR for bilinear and quadratic-bilinear DAE systems in [13], [29].

We begin with the case \( B_2 = 0 \) in the system (1); the case \( B_2 \neq 0 \) is discussed later in this paper. Thus, we have a system in the following form:

\[ E_{11} x_{1}(t) = A_{11} x_{1}(t) + A_{12} x_{2}(t) + \sum_{k=1}^{m} N_{k} x_{1}(t) u_{k}(t) + B_1 u(t), \]

\[ y(t) = C_{1} x_{1}(t) + C_{2} x_{2}(t). \]

Following the same steps as in [13], from (6b), we have

\[ A_{21} x_{1}(t) = 0. \]

Multiplying (6a) by \( A_{21} E_{11}^{-1} \) from the left and using the latter relation, we obtain

\[ 0 = A_{21} E_{11}^{-1} A_{11} x_{1}(t) + A_{21} E_{11}^{-1} A_{12} x_{2}(t) + \sum_{k=1}^{m} A_{21} E_{11}^{-1} N_{k} x_{1}(t) u_{k}(t) + A_{21} E_{11}^{-1} B_1 u(t). \]

This implies that \( x_{2}(t) \) can be written as a function of \( x_{1}(t) \). Hence, by inserting this expression into (6a) and (6c), one obtains

\[ E_{11} x_{1}(t) = \Pi A_{11} x_{1}(t) + \sum_{k=1}^{m} \Pi N_{k} x_{1}(t) u_{k}(t) + \Pi B_1 u(t), \quad (7a) \]

\[ y(t) = C_{1} x_{1}(t) + \sum_{k=1}^{m} C_{N}^{(k)} x_{1}(t) u_{k}(t), \quad (7b) \]

where

\[ \Pi = I - A_{21} (A_{21} E_{11}^{-1} A_{12})^{-1} A_{21} E_{11}^{-1}, \quad (8) \]

and

\[ C = C_{1} - C_{2} (A_{12} E_{11}^{-1} A_{12}) A_{21} E_{11}^{-1} A_{11}, \]

\[ C_{N}^{(k)} = -C_{2} (A_{12} E_{11}^{-1} A_{12})^{-1} A_{12} E_{11}^{-1} N_{k}. \]

For simplicity, we assume that \( A_{12} = A_{21}^T \). However, \( A_{21} \neq A_{21}^T \) can also be handled similarly by extending the arguments used in [30]. As shown in [9], \( \Pi \) is an oblique projector, satisfying

\[ A_{21}^T z = 0 \quad \text{if and only if} \quad \Pi^T z = z. \]

As a consequence of (6b), \( \Pi^T x_{1}(t) = x_{1}(t) \). By replacing \( x_{1}(t) \) by \( \Pi^T x_{1}(t) \) and multiplying (7) by \( \Pi \) from the left, we obtain

\[ \Pi E_{11} x_{1}(t) = A_{11} x_{1}(t) + \sum_{k=1}^{m} N_{\Pi,k} x_{1}(t) u_{k}(t) + \Pi B_1 u(t), \quad (9a) \]

\[ y(t) = C_{1} x_{1}(t) + \sum_{k=1}^{m} C_{\Pi}^{(k)} x_{1}(t) u_{k}(t), \quad (9b) \]

where \( \Pi E_{11} = \Pi E_{11} \Pi^T \), \( A_{\Pi} = \Pi A_{11} \Pi^T \), \( N_{\Pi,k} = \Pi N_{k} \Pi^T \), \( B_{\Pi} = \Pi B_1 \), \( C_{\Pi} = \Pi C \Pi^T \) and \( C_{\Pi}^{(k)} = C_{N}^{(k)} \Pi^T \). As stated in [13], the bilinear system (9) evolves in the \( n_1 - n_2 \) dimensional subspace, belonging to \( \ker(\Pi) \). This can be made more explicit by expressing

\[ \Pi = \Theta_{\pi} \Theta_{\tau}^T, \quad (10) \]

with \( \Theta_{\pi}, \Theta_{\tau} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_1 \times (n_1-n_2)} \), such that \( \Theta_{\pi}^T \Theta_{\tau} = I \). Substituting this decomposition in (9), \( \tilde{x}_{1} := \Theta_{\pi}^T x_{1} \in \mathbb{R}^{n_1-n_2} \) satisfies the following equation:

\[ E_{\Theta} \tilde{x}_{1} = A_{\Theta} \tilde{x}_{1} + \sum_{k=1}^{m} N_{\Theta,k} \tilde{x}_{1}(t) u_{k}(t) + B_{\Theta} u(t), \quad (11a) \]

\[ y(t) = C_{\Theta} \tilde{x}_{1}(t) + \sum_{k=1}^{m} C_{\Theta}^{(k)} \tilde{x}_{1}(t) u_{k}(t), \quad (11b) \]

where \( E_{\Theta} = \Theta_{\pi}^T E_{11} \Theta_{\pi}, \ A_{\Theta} = \Theta_{\pi}^T A_{11} \Theta_{\pi}, \ N_{\Theta,k} = \Theta_{\pi}^T N_{k} \Theta_{\pi} \)

\[ B_{\Theta} = \Theta_{\pi}^T B_1, \ C_{\Theta} = C \Theta_{\pi}, \ \text{and} \ C_{\Theta}^{(k)} = C_{N}^{(k)} \Theta_{\pi}. \]

The system (11) is equivalent to the system (6) with respect to the input and output behavior. However, an advantage of the realization given by (11) is that the matrix \( E_{\Theta} \) is nonsingular, since \( \Theta_{\pi} \) has full column rank and \( E_{11} \) is nonsingular. But the output given by (11b) involves bilinear terms in the state and input. Since treating bilinear terms in the output equation is still an open problem, we will not consider the terms \( C_{\Theta}^{(k)} \), while computing the projection matrices \( V \) and \( W \). Hence, from now on, we assume \( C_{\Theta}^{(k)} = 0 \) as far as
determining projection matrices for MOR; but note that the bilinear terms in the output equation are projected afterward using the obtained projection matrices. Hence, this allows us to obtain a bilinear system whose realization has a similar form as given in (2), enabling us to apply BT as presented in Section II. In the next section, we discuss two different procedures to apply BT to bilinear DAE systems of form (6) or its equivalent representation (11).

IV. BALANCED TRUNCATION FOR BILINEAR DAE
SYSTEMS OF INDEX-2

A. Balanced truncation involving projector

We recall, under the assumption $C_{N,\Theta}^{(k)} = 0$, that the realization given by (11) is equivalent to the one from (6). Hence, applying BT to the system (11) requires computation of the reachability and observability Gramians $P, Q \in \mathbb{R}^{(n_1-n_2) \times (n_1-n_2)}$, which are the solutions of the following equations:

$$
A_{\Theta} \tilde{P} E_{\Theta}^T + E_{\Theta} \tilde{P} A_{\Theta}^T + \sum_{k=1}^{m} N_{\Theta,k} \tilde{P} N_{\Theta,k}^T + B_{\Theta} \tilde{B}_{\Theta}^T = 0,
$$

$$
A_{\Theta}^T \tilde{Q} E_{\Theta} + E_{\Theta}^T \tilde{Q} A_{\Theta} + \sum_{k=1}^{m} N_{\Theta,k} \tilde{Q} N_{\Theta,k}^T + C_{\Theta}^T C_{\Theta} = 0.
$$

Thus, by following the BT procedure presented in Subsection II-C, one is able to find a reduced-order system. Algorithm 2 summarizes the steps to construct a reduced-order system for the system (6) based on the Gramians, given in (12).

Unfortunately, to determine the system matrices of (11), we require the explicit computation of the matrices $\Theta$, and $\Theta_r$, which might be an expensive computational task. Moreover, transforming the realization (6) into the system (11) might imply the loss of sparsity, thus making the computation of the reduced-order systems more expensive. Therefore, rather than reducing system (11), we aim at reducing (6) or (9), without explicit computation of the matrices $\Pi$, $\Theta_r$, and $\Theta$. That is precisely the scope of the next subsection.

B. Projector-free balanced truncation

We aim at constructing a reduced-order system without explicitly computing the matrices $\Theta$ and $\Theta_r$, and the system matrices of (11). By adapting the steps from [9] to the bilinear context, our first goal is to establish generalized Lyapunov equations for $P := \Theta, \Phi \Theta^T$, $Q := \Theta, \Phi \Theta^T$. Using the relation $\Phi \Theta = I$, it can easily be seen that the matrices $P$ and $Q$ satisfy the following identities:

$$
P = \Pi^T P \Pi, \quad Q = \Pi^T Q \Pi.
$$

Moreover, having multiplied (12a) by $\Theta_r$ from the left and right, and (12b) from the left and right by $\Theta_r$, we notice that $P$ and $Q$ solve the following projected Lyapunov equations:

$$
A_{\Pi} P E_{\Pi}^T + E_{\Pi} P A_{\Pi}^T + \sum_{k=1}^{m} N_{\Pi,k} P N_{\Pi,k}^T + B_{\Pi} B_{\Pi}^T = 0,
$$

$$
A_{\Pi}^T Q E_{\Pi} + E_{\Pi}^T Q A_{\Pi} + \sum_{k=1}^{m} N_{\Pi,k}^T Q N_{\Pi,k} + C_{\Pi}^T C_{\Pi} = 0,
$$

where $\Pi = I - A_{12}(A_{12}^T E_{12}^{-1} A_{12})^{-1} A_{12}^T E_{11}^{-1}$. In [9], projected ADI Lyapunov solvers for the linearized version of (13) are presented, i.e., the case where $N_{\Pi,k} = 0$ for $k = 1, \ldots, m$. This enables us to compute low-rank approximations to the solution of the equations

$$
A_{\Pi} P E_{\Pi}^T + E_{\Pi} P A_{\Pi}^T + B_{\Pi} B_{\Pi}^T = 0,
$$

$$
A_{\Pi}^T Q E_{\Pi} + E_{\Pi}^T Q A_{\Pi} + C_{\Pi}^T C_{\Pi} = 0,
$$

i.e., $P_l \approx S_l S_l^T$ and $Q_l \approx R_l R_l^T$, with $S_l \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times k_p}$, $R_l \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times k_q}$, and $k_p, k_q \ll n$. This procedure uses only the original system matrices $E_{11}, A_{11}, A_{12}, B, C$, without explicitly computing the projector $\Pi$. As a consequence, the solver takes advantage of the sparsity of those matrices and it is numerically less expensive than dealing directly with the projected system (11). For details, see [9, Sec. 5].

Our approach to solve (13) is to combine the above proposed projected ADI Lyapunov solver with a stationary iterative method for generalized Lyapunov equations (sketched in Subsection II-B). In what follows, we focus on the computation of the reachability Gramian, and the observability Gramian will follow similarly. To that end, let us define the following operators

$$
M_{\Pi}(X) = A_{\Pi} X E_{\Pi}^T + E_{\Pi} X A_{\Pi}^T
$$

and

$$
N_{\Pi}(X) = - \sum_{k=1}^{m} N_{\Pi,k} X N_{\Pi,k}^T,
$$

consider a stationary iteration of the form

$$
M_{\Pi}(X_i) = N_{\Pi}(X_{i-1}) - B_{\Pi} B_{\Pi}^T, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots.
$$

Let $X_{i-1} \approx S_{i-1} S_{i-1}^T$ be the factorized form of the solution obtained in the $(i-1)$st iteration. Hence,

$$
X_{i-1} = \Pi^T X_{i-1} \Pi \approx \Pi^T S_{i-1} S_{i-1}^T \Pi.
$$

As a consequence, at every iteration step, one needs to solve the following Lyapunov equation:

$$
A_{\Pi} X_i E_{\Pi}^T + E_{\Pi} X_i A_{\Pi}^T + B_{\Pi} B_{\Pi}^T = 0,
$$

for $i = 1, 2, \ldots$. Note that $X_{i-1} \approx S_{i-1} S_{i-1}^T \Pi$ is a block-diagonal matrix with $S_{i-1} S_{i-1}^T \Pi$ as diagonal blocks.

Algorithm 2: BT for bilinear descriptor systems involving projectors

**Input:** $E_{\Pi}, A_{\Pi}, N_{\Pi}, B_{\Pi}, C, C_{\Pi,\Theta}^{(k)}$ and order $r$.

1. Compute $\Theta$, $\Theta_r$, and the matrices $E_{\Theta}, A_{\Theta}, N_{\Theta,k}, B_{\Theta}, C_{\Theta}$ and $C_{\Pi,\Theta}^{(k)}$.

2. Compute low-rank factors of $P \approx \tilde{S} \tilde{S}^T$ and $Q \approx \tilde{R} \tilde{R}^T$ as solution of the Lyapunov equations (12).

3. Compute the SVD of $\tilde{S} E_{\Theta} \tilde{R}$ written as

$$
\tilde{S} E_{\Theta} \tilde{R} = [U_1 \quad U_2] \text{diag}(\Sigma_1, \Sigma_2) [V_1 \quad V_2]^T,
$$

with $\Sigma_i \in \mathbb{R}^{r \times r}$.

4. Construct the projection matrices $\hat{V} = \tilde{S} U_1 \Sigma_1^{-\frac{1}{2}}$ and $W = \tilde{R} V_1 \Sigma_2^\top$.

**Output:** reduced order matrices:

$$
\begin{align*}
\hat{E} &= \hat{W}^T E_{\Theta} \hat{V}, \\
\hat{A} &= \hat{W}^T A_{\Theta} \hat{V}, \\
\hat{N}_k &= \hat{W}^T N_{\Theta,k} \hat{V}, \\
\hat{B} &= \hat{W}^T B_{\Theta}, \\
\hat{C} &= C_{\Theta} \hat{V} \quad \text{and} \quad \hat{C}_{\Pi,\Theta}^{(k)} = C_{\Pi,\Theta}^{(k)} \hat{V}.
\end{align*}
$$
In this section, we test the efficiency of the proposed BT method for bilinear DAE systems, having an index-2 matrix pencil. For the projected ADI Lyapunov solvers, we use the implementation provided in the M-M.E.S.S. toolbox [31]. We compare the results with the ones obtained by applying the $H_2$-optimal MOR method proposed in [13] for the same class of systems. All the simulations are done on a CPU 2.6 GHz Intel® Core™i5, 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3, MATLAB® 9.1.0.441655 (R2016b).

We consider a nonlinear RC circuit presented in [13, Sec. 5]. It consists of a constraint transmission line circuit, where the voltages at the first and last nodes are the same. The nonlinearities come from diodes modeled as $g(v_D) = e^{40v_D} + v_D - 1$, where $v_D$ is the voltage across the node. In this example, $y(t)$ correspond to the voltage at the first node. Having applied a Carleman bilinearization [13], we end up with a bilinear descriptor system of the form (1) with $n_1 = 930$ and $n_2 = 31$. In what follows, we refer to the obtained bilinear descriptor system as the original one.

We now aim at obtaining reduced systems of orders $r = 10$ and $r = 20$ by using the proposed BT and the $H_2$-optimal MOR methods. Figure 1 depicts the decay of the Hankel singular values. In Figures 2a and 2b, we compare the quality of the reduced-order systems with the original system by computing transient responses for an input $u(t) = (\sin(10\pi t) + 1)/2$. To determine the transient response, we apply an implicit Euler scheme with step size $h = 0.01$ and simulate the original system and the reduced-order models (ROMs) in the time interval $[0,10]$. The outputs of the original system and the ROMs are depicted in Figure 2a. Additionally, in Figure 2b, we present the relative error between the original and the ROM, i.e., $\|y_{\text{Res}}(t) - y_{\text{ROM}}(t)\|/\max_i|y_{\text{Res}}(t)|$. Although all ROMs are able to follow the behavior of the original system, the ROMs of order 20 are of better quality than those of order 10 as expected. Additionally, these figures show that the two methods, BT and $H_2$-optimal MOR methods, provide very similar quality ROMs in terms of the magnitude of the error. However, we note that BT has the advantage of providing an indicator of a good order of a reduced-order system $r$, by observing the decay of the singular values, i.e., one can determine the order of the ROM automatically rather than picking $r$ beforehand.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the problem of balanced truncation for bilinear descriptor systems of index-2. To that aim, by explicitly enforcing the algebraic conditions, the original descriptor system is first transformed into an equivalent bilinear ODE system by using projectors. This has enabled us to apply the standard BT method for bilinear ODE systems. However, this process is computationally expensive due to the explicit involvement of the projector. To cope with this issue, we have proposed a BT method for the class of bilinear DAEs, avoiding the explicit computation of projectors in order to compute reduced-order systems. Finally, we have illustrated
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Fig. 2: Comparison of the time-domain simulations of the original and ROMs of orders $r = 10$ and $r = 20$, obtained using BT and $H_2$-optimal MOR methods.

the efficiency of the proposed approach using a nonlinear electrical circuit example and have shown its competitiveness with an iterative $H_2$-optimal model order reduction scheme.
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